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An easy-to-teach, straight forward string method from three renowned pedagogues. A unique

letter-note style of music notation is utilized which ensures a smooth transition from rote to note

reading. Students are quickly introduced to ensemble playing and play a wide variety of fun-to play

melodies, keys and modes. Strictly Strings features a carefully prepared lesson sequence which

develops all players' abilities equally.
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I used this when taking classes in school as a kid. Now I'm using it to teach my daughters how to

play. Great book to start with.

This book is a great beginner book and I highly recommend it to anyone starting violin (regardless of

age). The first parts of the book is a lot of learning to read music, so if you already have that down it

can get pretty tiresome, but the songs are well adapted for people who want to hear familiar

melodies but are not advanced enough to do the original sheet music. I LOVE it!

my daughter needed it for violin and its what it says it is. Her teacher recommended it.

Great book for beginners!



Pretty good book. My 7 year old is taking violin lessons and so far it has been useful. I'm not

musically inclined and my daughter is new at this, so we are "learning" together. Seems like the

book will be very helpful as we move on in the process.

Very good book. I take lessons and this is the book my instructor has me use. However, I must say

that it is a good book even when I am not in class. It is easy to read print, appropriate level songs,

and fun music to play. Good with or with out an instructor.

Good method for students that cannot read music. It introduces the notes by letter. Then moves

onto notation.

Great beginners book. Starts off easy with very simple songs. Builds a lot of confidence in a

beginner. When you play that first song you feel great. Outstanding job on this book 5++++ Stars
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